
  

January 28, 2022 
 
Robert Romig, Senior Policy Analyst 
Texas Sunset Advisory Commission 
PO Box 13066 
Austin, Texas 78711 
Via email to Robert.Romig@sunset.texas.gov  
 
Re: Recommendations for Texas Commission on Environmental Quality Sunset 
 
Dear Mr. Romig, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to submit these comments and recommendations on 
behalf of the fifty-four member groups of the Greater Edwards Aquifer Alliance 
(GEAA) that are allied to advocate preservation of our ground and surface water 
resources in twenty-two counties within central and south Texas. The following 
recommendations reflect our experience, and those of our member groups, in working 
with Texas Commission for Environmental Quality (TCEQ) during the past eighteen 
years. We understand that communications to Sunset staff are confidential, but we 
are choosing to release this letter to other stakeholders and the public. 
 
Our members come from throughout the Edwards and Trinity aquifer regions.  
Working within this service area since 2004, I have come to the conclusion that the 
TCEQ, as currently managed, is underperforming as regards protection of our water 
resources.  All too often, GEAA, our member groups, and individual citizens have 
been required to contest permits for projects that should have never been granted in 
the first place.   We have seen TCEQ issue permits based upon faulty modeling and 
false information, as well as permits to applicants who have a history of non-
compliance with TCEQ regulations, and permits for projects that have resulted 
degradation of our natural resources.     
 
There are numerous examples, too many to recount here, where we would rate the 
performance of this agency as less than stellar.  Since 2005, GEAA has submitted 
comments1 on the Edwards Aquifer Protection Program that have been endorsed by 
organizations from across the Edwards region, including community, environmental 
and religious groups, planners, professional engineers, hydrologists, geologists, and 
elected officials.  Our membership represents a large segment of the population that 
relies on the Edwards Aquifer for their potable water supply and a broad consensus 
on how to best protect the aquifer.  We have seen very few of our recommendations 
acknowledged by changes in practices and requirements that would afford better 
protection to one of the world’s uniquely prolific water resources.  Too often, we have 
been told by legislators that actions for which we have requested legislation could 
have been achieved administratively by the TCEQ.  
   
GEAA works regularly with the staff of our regional office, and with staff at the State 
offices in Austin.  I would like to acknowledge that TCEQ employs many fine public 

                                        
1   https://aquiferalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/TCEQ-EAPP-2021GEAAcomments.pdf  

 
Member Organizations 

Alamo, Austin, and Lone Star chapters of 
the Sierra Club 
Bexar Audubon Society 
Austin, Bexar and Travis Green Parties 
Bexar Grotto 
Boerne Together 
Bulverde Neighborhood Alliance 
Bulverde Neighbors for Clean Water 
Cibolo Nature Center 
Citizens for the Protection of Cibolo Creek 
Comal County Conservation Alliance 
Environment Texas 
First Universalist Unitarian Church of 
San Antonio 
Friends of Canyon Lake 
Friends of Dry Comal Creek 
Friends of Government Canyon 
Fuerza Unida 
Green Society of UTSA 
Guadalupe River Road Alliance 
Guardians of Lick Creek 
Headwaters at Incarnate Word 
Helotes Heritage Association 
Kendall County Well Owners Association 
Kinney County Ground Zero 
Leon Springs Business Association 
Medina County Environmental Action 
Native Plant Society of Texas – SA  
Northwest Interstate Coalition of 
Neighborhoods 
Pedernales River Alliance – Gillespie Co. 
Preserve Castroville 
Preserve Lake Dunlop Association 
Preserve Our Hill Country Environment 
San Antonio Audubon Society 
San Antonio Conservation Society 
San Geronimo Valley Alliance 
San Marcos Greenbelt Alliance 
San Marcos River Foundation 
Save Barton Creek Association 
Save Our Springs Alliance 
Scenic Loop/Boerne Stage Alliance 
Securing a Future Environment  
SEED Coalition 
Signal Hill Area Alliance 
Sisters of the Divine Providence 
Solar San Antonio 
Texas Cave Management Association 
Trinity Edwards Spring Protection 
Association 
Water Aid – Texas State University 
Wildlife Rescue & Rehabilitation 
Wimberley Valley Watershed Association 

PO Box 15618 
San Antonio, Texas 78212 

(210) 320-6294 
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servants who are doing an excellent job.  I believe that many problems with the agency stem from direction 
at the top level and from inadequate allocation of funding.  The agency is understaffed, which often results 
in only the most cursory review of permit applications.  On top of that, turn-around time for approval of 
permit applications mandated by the agency does not afford the time to adequately check and verify 
information presented by the applicant.  For example, we are aware that TCEQ staff is under special 
pressure to process Water Pollution Abatement Plans (WPAP’s) for approval within 60 days rather than the 
90-day period provided for in the Edwards Rules.  If anything, the rules should increase the 90-day period 
to provide for more comprehensive review of WPAPs. 

 
As the State of Texas, and particularly the Hill Country region, become more densely populated, we will 
need a strong, well-funded and adequately staffed Commission on Environmental Quality if we are to 
maintain the same quality of life that we currently enjoy.  The citizens of Texas need an agency that adopts 
and strictly enforces best management practices and regulations sufficient to maintain the high quality of 
our potable and recreational water resources.  We hope that, through this process, the members of the 
Sunset Commission and our State Legislature will begin to craft such an agency. 
 
To follow are recommendations to address deficits that we believe might be improved through the Sunset 
Review process.  Additionally, rather than reiterate the excellent recommendations sent by Adrian Shelly on 
December 20, 2021, which we endorsed and with which we entirely concur, I have attached their 
comments to this letter to be included in GEAA’s recommendations. 

 
Thank you for your consideration.  Please consider GEAA as a resource that is at your disposal.  We look 
forward to working with you during the upcoming legislative session. 

 
Respectfully, 

 
Annalisa Peace 
Executive Director 
Greater Edwards Aquifer Alliance 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://aquiferalliance.org/
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Maintenance of Permanent Stormwater Pollution Prevention Systems 
TCEQ requires developments on the Edwards Aquifer Recharge Zone to treat stormwater runoff to remove 
pollutants1. Those treatment systems, also known as Best Management Practices (BMPs) must be 
maintained if they are to protect the Edwards Aquifer water supply.  
 
GEAA’s examination of these BMP’s in Bexar County lead us to question the effectiveness of TCEQ 
regulations to achieve a reliable maintenance program.  The current multi-agency system for BMP 
inspection and enforcement in Bexar County is inefficient and ineffective. Despite multiple agencies with 
enforcement authority, the vast majority of BMPs are not regularly inspected. When they are inspected and 
problems are identified, solutions are slow to manifest. The following recommendations are essential to 
achieve reliable storm runoff treatment by BMPs:  
• TCEQ staff record keeping does not facilitate public access to important information, such as physically 

locating the permanent stormwater BMP’s, records of inspection, or notes on plan review. TCEQ refers 
those seeking information to the Central Registry. The applicant is required to submit GPS coordinates 
on the application, but these are not available in the Central Registry. Currently this information Is 
embedded within the WPAP application. Information such as TCEQ staff review of the permanent BMP 
permit applications and follow-up inspections should be excerpted from the WPAP and recorded in the 
Central Registry so that this information is available without having to look through lists of all 
permanent and temporary BMP permits. Additionally, there is no information on the “as built” 
compliance, nor are the engineer’s letter confirming that the final plans for “as built” meet the permit 
requirements. BMP location information in the Central Registry only provides information on the closest 
street intersection from the BMP, and does not provide the GPS coordinates. We found a number of 
BMP’s that were not documented or were incorrectly located within the Central Registry. We 
recommend that that such information be recorded within the TCEQ database immediately upon 
approval of the WPAP. It would be extremely helpful if the permanent BMP information is listed 
separate from the temporary WPAP permits to facilitate accuracy and accessibility.  

• Create a Central Database and Improve Accessibility - TCEQ, and its delegate agencies each have 
their own systems for maintaining data on tracts that have been permitted within the recharge zone and 
records of compliance with stormwater pollution abatement requirements. However, these agencies do 
not share databases or integrate information relating to a particular tract. Although these agencies have 
somewhat different jurisdictions and areas of legal responsibility, a shared database with universal 
accessibility would streamline enforcement processes for all of them. A common identification format, 
mapping capability, and computerized BMP location function would reduce duplications and assure 
maintenance and enforcement oversight of the geographically dispersed and multi-jurisdictional 
systems. This database should have GIS compatibility (i.e. location coordinates, spatial data), owner 
and operator contact information, construction design data, and regulatory enforcement history. A 
Memorandum of Agreement for interagency cooperation and sharing of data is needed. This 
interagency cooperation and support should also include standardized training for conducting 
assessments of structural BMPs and WPAP compliance as well as a checklist for assessments and 
entry into the structural BMP database.  

                                           
1 “Complying with the Edwards Aquifer Rules Technical Guidance on Best Management Practices” RG-348, 
revised July 2005. 
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• There is little coordination between TCEQ and local agencies that TCEQ has delegated to inspect 
BMP’s.  Inspection efforts vary among delegated agencies.  For example, San Antonio Water System 
performs inspections in house on a three year basis.  In contrast, the City of San Marcos requires that 
the owners or managers of all properties featuring permanent stormwater BMP’s must submit reports 
demonstrating that the BMP’s are being maintained for maximum function on a regular basis.  As with 
the acquisition and management of recharge zone property data, each regulatory agency has a slightly 
different approach and emphasis during field inspections. Given the number of structures and the 
shortage of personnel qualified to conduct these inspections, coordination between agencies would 
allow the greatest number of BMPs to be inspected regularly at an appropriate time interval. Since 
multiple enforcement agencies monitor BMPs, creating a standard investigational, reporting, and 
incentives procedure would help reduce duplication of work between agencies and increase efficiency. 
Furthermore, property owners are confused by overlapping jurisdictions and reporting requirements. 
Along with a common database, a standardized inspection and monitoring process coordinated 
between agencies could facilitate better compliance by improving communication and reducing 
property owner frustration.  It does not appear that TCEQ does any follow up on inspections by 
delegate agencies unless TCEQ is called in by the delegate agency. We recommend that TCEQ adopt 
and enforce uniform requirements for inspection of BMP’s to be applied by TCEQ and all delegate 
agencies.  

• Inspections should include random water quality sampling after qualifying events to ensure that BMPs 
are functioning as certified by the inspecting engineer. 

• Inefficient efforts to compel compliance – There needs to be a timely and standard approach to 
addressing non-compliance. Non-compliant BMP’s contribute to aquifer pollution until issues are 
corrected.  We recommend rapid response and firm deadlines for bringing the BMP compliance. 
Persistent non-compliance should trigger TCEQ to use their own contractors to correct problems and 
assess a lien on the property for payment for these services by the property owner. 

• TCEQ should note instances of non-compliance to determine whether contracted BMP maintenance 
companies are repeat offenders.  

• Penalty payments are made into the Texas general fund and do not specifically support TCEQ or the 
Edwards Aquifer Protection Program.   

 
Additionally, as part of its Edwards Aquifer Protection Program, TCEQ should obtain from the 
owner/managers of each industrial and commercial property located on the Edwards Aquifer Recharge 
Zone a report from the property’s emergency incident fire department on the Best Management Practice 
(BMP) it will employ in emergency operations to prevent PFAS chemical foams and hazardous materials 
liquids from entering the Aquifer. Preventing pollution from fire suppression efforts could also be achieved 
by requiring all emergency response personnel employed or empowered by jurisdictions in the Edwards 
Aquifer Recharge and Contributing Zones to participate in training for alternate methods of fire suppression. 
 
Waste Water Treatment Permitting and Compliance 
Many Texas Pollution Discharge Elimination System (TPDES) permits are within close proximity to one 
another, and many are located in the Edwards Aquifer Contributing Zone and similar areas where the threat 
of communicating discharged effluent to groundwater supplies though faults and fractures in streambeds of 
waterways that traverse the Edwards Aquifer Recharge Zone. A dense population of these permits can 
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potentially lead to nutrients and anthropogenic substances in treated wastewater effluent entering into 
groundwater systems that millions of Texans rely on for their potable water supplies. 
 
Many of the permit locations listed on the TCEQ website are described in vague terms, or completely lack 
adequate information about the location of the permit site. GPS coordinates should be required. This lack of 
information poses many problems. Currently, TCEQ promises to consider the potential cumulative impacts 
from all permitted or proposed wastewater permits, but without accurate location information in their 
database, it is unclear how this can be assessed. 
 
Additionally, there may be questions about jurisdiction and who is responsible for the cleanup of potential 
spills. In some cases, a permit violation may not be reported in a timely manner, or at all.  Thus, general 
knowledge of where and what type of permits are distributed, especially in vulnerable regions of the aquifer, 
is necessary in order to prevent potential problems. 
 
Water Quality  
Direct TCEQ to develop and publicize a clear complaints process for all water quality regulatory 
programs and collect, maintain, and report detailed information on complaints. 
 
Contested Cases 
The current agency standard for notifying affected parties and recommending standing is inadequate 
because many people that are legally affected parties are excluded from receiving notice. These persons 
have legally protected interests that are not necessarily recognized by the simple formula of directly 
adjacent landowners or 1 mile "downstream" from a facility.  For example, in Application of the Silesia, L.P. 
for TLAP Permit No. WQ0015835001, Ms. Joyce Moore was not identified by TCEQ as an affected 
landowner despite the fact that her property, the Honey Creek Springs Ranch is directly downstream of the 
proposed wastewater treatment plant, is within 1.14 miles of the proposed facilities and, includes the 
opening of Honey Creek Cave system. The Honey Creek Cave System is the longest explored cave in 
Texas, is water filled and includes recharge features that funnel water directly from the surface to the 
aquifers. 
 
We recommend that TCEQ staff, when identifying affected parties: 
• Grant standing to the owners of private wells that may be affected by the issuance of a TPDES permit 
• Consult contour maps to determine whether parties outside of the adjacent landowner (and rule of 

thumb 1-mile distance for wastewater permits) might be affected by the issuance of TPDES  
• Expand recognition of affected parties in issuance of Air Quality permits to include all parties who might 

experience negative impacts from releases of particulate matter. (This issue is of particular concern as 
the paucity of TCEQ Air Quality monitoring stations does not provide adequate information on which to 
establish baseline or background levels of existing pollution.) 

 
Permitting Aggregate Operations 
We recommend that TCEQ provide opportunities for Hearings when permitting Aggregate operations 
located on the Edwards Aquifer Recharge Zone upon citizen request for water quality concerns. 
 
TCEQ should also consider incorporating Edwards-specific rules for quarries and rock crushers in the 
Edwards Aquifer Recharge and Contributing Zones.  Where these facilities are located in Edwards 
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Limestone, the underlying aquifer is particularly vulnerable to contamination, whether or not the quarry 
actually excavates to below the aquifer water level.  Without more stringent TCEQ regulations, quarries and 
rock crushers might degrade the aquifer and damage the health and water supply of adjacent communities.     

 
TCEQ Governance 
We recommend that TCEQ Commissioners should be elected or their number should be increased to 
accommodate appointees made by more local elected officials.    
 
Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDL) 
Use Adaptive Implementation during the life of a TMDL project. According to the National Research 
Council’s report Urban Stormwater Management in the United States published October 20082, “Because 
the area being appropriated for urban land use is growing faster than the population, stormwater 
management will be ineffective without also considering land use management”. Future land development 
and its potential increases in stormwater must be considered and addressed in the EPA's stormwater 
regulatory program. For example, permit programs could be predicated on rigorous projections of future 
growth and changes in impervious cover, or regulators could be encouraged to use incentives to lessen the 
impact of land development.  
 
Additionally, the committee recommended that the stormwater program focus less on chemical pollutants 
and more on the increased volume of water. In urban areas, stormwater flows rapidly across the land 
surfaces and arrives at streams in short, concentrated bursts of high water discharges, which in turn 
increases streambank erosion and accompanying sediment pollution of surface water. The volume of 
discharges is generally not regulated at all by EPA, the committee noted. Also, little account is given to the 
cumulative contributions of multiple sources and pollutants in the same watershed, because most 
discharges are regulated on an individual basis. 
 
Nonpoint Source (NPS) Program  
Create strategies, such as enhanced professional development or financial performance metric(s), to help 
improve staff retention. The TCEQ NPS Program works jointly with the Texas State Soil & Water 
Conservation Board (TSSWCB) in implementing the Texas NPS Management Program for addressing NPS 
pollution to protect and restores Texas’ impaired waterbodies. This Management Program, a requirement of 
the Clean Water Act, Section 319(b), can only be successful if the state regulatory agencies maintain high-
level staff talent that oversee the numerous Section 319 water quality protection grant projects.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                           
2 https://www3.epa.gov/npdes/pubs/nrc_stormwaterreport.pdf  

https://www3.epa.gov/npdes/pubs/nrc_stormwaterreport.pdf


December 20, 2021

Robert Romig, Senior Policy Analyst
Texas Sunset Advisory Commission
PO Box 13066
Austin, Texas 78711
Via email to Robert.Romig@sunset.texas.gov.
CC: Erick Fajardo, Chris Keslar, Katherina Wierschke, Sen. Charles Schwertner, Rep. Justin
Holland, Chairman Jon Niermann.

Re: Recommendations for Texas Commission on Environmental Quality Sunset

Dear Mr. Romig,

The undersigned people and organizations appreciate this opportunity to comment to Sunset
Advisory Commission staff on the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ). Many
of these organizations and individuals have worked alongside the TCEQ for years or decades;
some of us participated in the last TCEQ Sunset review in 2011. Our comments are drawn from
personal and professional experience, as well as those of our members and networks. We
understand that communications to Sunset staff are confidential, but we are choosing to release
this letter to other stakeholders and the public.

Next year, we are planning a series of People’s Hearings to gather public input on the TCEQ.
The Sunset Advisory Commission is only able to hold two hearings on each agency, both of
them in Austin. Our intention is to hold additional hearings across the state in order to provide
more opportunities for public input and model the behavior we would like to see from
government. Our hearings will be inclusive to capture the voices of the most impacted,
translated into Spanish in real time, transcribed in English, and audio and video recorded. We
will also solicit written comments through a website that will launch soon. We will submit these
additional public comments to the Commissioners before the public comment deadline. Our goal
is to increase the public’s capacity to raise their concerns and share a vision for a new Texas
Commission on Environmental Quality.

In that spirit, we offer the following recommendations.

I. Mission and Justice

A. Remove economic development from the TCEQ’s mission.

The TCEQ’s mission is “to protect our state's public health and natural resources consistent
with sustainable economic development.” The TCEQ is the only state environmental agency
that has economic development in its mission. We recommend this mission be changed, as the
goal of the agency should only be protection of public health and natural resources. We also

mailto:Robert.Romig@sunset.texas.gov


believe this approach to regulation–ensuring a business-friendly climate first–is a source of
many of the TCEQ’s problems.

B. Grant Commissioners the authority to deny permits based on considerations of
equity and justice.

The inherent conflict in TCEQ’s mission has consequences for public health, equity, and justice.
The TCEQ takes the position that the Texas Clean Air Act compels the agency to approve any
permit that is technically and administratively complete. We recommend that TCEQ
Commissioners be given explicit authority to deny a permit in the interest of justice or equity.
Right now, each permit application is considered individually, with no consideration of external
factors such as neighboring facilities. This is known as the problem of “cumulative impacts,” in
which each permitted facility, considered singly, is not violating the law, but in aggregate the
facilities subject a community to illegal levels of air pollution. Data from nearby ambient air
monitors is considered in permit applications and is supposed to address this issue. But in many
cases the nearest air monitor is tens of miles away, with dozens of polluting facilities between
the monitor and the newly proposed facility.

Giving the Commissioners explicitly authority to consider cumulative impacts in the interest of
equity and justice would help with this problem. Commissioners would be empowered to look
“outside the bounds” of a permit application that is technically and administratively complete and
consider whether denial is in the public interest. If Commissioners needed assistance in
evaluating the context of a permit application, an Office of Environmental Justice could be
established at the agency to conduct this analysis. The EJ Office could issue a recommendation
on a permit similar to that issued today by the Office of the Public Interest Counsel (OPIC). In
fact, it might make sense to locate an EJ office within OPIC.

An EJ office could also work with community members, non-profit organizations, and TCEQ
leadership on decision making in permitting, compliance and enforcement, community
engagement and other substantive areas. We note that the TCEQ’s recent language justice
rulemaking is a positive step toward equity and inclusion, but that more work is needed. TCEQ
must translate its website into languages that reflect the impacted communities or at the very
least provide its reporting websites and forms in other languages.

C. Stop using state resources to challenge settled science and the federal
government.

The TCEQ should not use state resources, including those that come from Texans in the form of
taxes and fees, to undermine science and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). We
understand that this is part of a larger trend of antagonism between Texas and the federal
government. But this is not something the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality should
encourage or support. We recommend the agency rely on settled science and not spend state
resources to undermine the EPA or the federal government.



The agency spent $2.6 million on consultants to undermine the 2015 review of the ozone
National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS). This effort included the agency’s Chief
Toxicologies famously stating that ozone pollution was not a concern because most people
spend “90% of their life indoors.” This effort culminated in a hearing before the U.S. House
Committee on Science, Space, and Technology.

The TCEQ has also systematically weakened guidelines it uses to assess the impact of toxic air
pollutants on communities. The Center for Public Integrity analyzed the TCEQ’s reviews of air
pollution guidelines from 2007 to 2014. During those seven years, forty-five chemicals were
reviewed. Two-thirds of the chemical standards reviewed were weakened. This means that, two
times out of three, the public had less protection from toxic chemicals after the TCEQ’s work.

Some in Texas leadership engage in climate denialism, a position that the TCEQ has at least
tacitly accepted over the years. When the agency is clear about its position on the climate crisis,
it is one of inaction. In a recent review of state agency policies on climate, WFAA received a
statement from TCEQ that concluded, “the agency does not use climate change projections to
evaluate future impact on air quality.”

II. Permitting

A. Overhaul the permitting program to ensure that permits are protective of human
health and the environment.

The TCEQ’s approach to environmental permitting is flawed. Permits issued by the TCEQ often
establish unenforceable requirements that are not technically justified. The process used to
issue these permits improperly short-circuits public participation, implements policies that
undermine the effectiveness of environmental permits, and is too deferential to industry requests
to weaken regulatory requirements.

The TCEQ has failed to effectively adopt and implement water quality standards, including a
proper anti-degradation policy for permits authorizing industrial releases of water pollution.
Similarly, the TCEQ relies on unenforceable and practically meaningless screening procedures
to determine whether impacts from toxic air pollution are acceptable.

The TCEQ often fails to scrutinize industry’s attempts to circumvent stringent permitting
requirements that apply to the largest sources of air pollution by allowing applicants to artificially
break large projects into separate smaller projects for permitting purposes, by imposing
emission limits just below major source thresholds without establishing monitoring necessary to
make those emission limits enforceable, and by allowing the largest sources of pollution to use
streamlined permitting mechanisms intended for much smaller sources to authorize cumulatively
significant increases in the amount of pollution they emit.

Much of the application material explaining how limits are set and how compliance with these
limits is to be demonstrated is improperly marked confidential, preventing members of the public
from accessing it during public comment periods or referring to it when evaluating a source’s

https://www.houstonchronicle.com/news/houston-texas/houston/article/TCEQ-funded-ozone-research-under-scrutiny-6351799.php
https://www.forbes.com/2010/01/26/environmental-protection-agency-ozone-science-opinions-contributors-michael-fumento.html?sh=71224daa6235
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/CHRG-114hhrg97763/html/CHRG-114hhrg97763.htm
https://publicintegrity.org/environment/texas-weakens-chemical-exposure-guidelines-opens-door-for-polluters/
https://www.wfaa.com/article/tech/science/climate-change/texas-climate-change-risks-gov-abbott-un-summit-scotland/287-75b20337-0f82-4f83-a214-09b2f07309be


compliance with applicable limits. Even though these materials constitute public information as
a matter of federal law, the TCEQ’s permitting procedures do not include a process for ensuring
that claims of confidentiality included in a permit application are proper.

The TCEQ must overhaul its environmental permitting programs to ensure that every permit it
issues establishes requirements that are technically achievable, sufficiently stringent, practically
enforceable, and protective of public health and environmental quality. The TCEQ must improve
the scope and quality of its permit reviews to take into account real-world factors that affect
environmental quality, like cumulative impacts from other facilities, significant emission spikes
during plant upsets, and accurate information about existing environmental impairments.
Finally, the TCEQ must revise its program rules to guarantee public access to public information
and to provide robust public participation opportunities consistent with federal law.

B. Align the criteria to establish standing to challenge a permit with federal standing
requirements.

The TCEQ’s contested case hearing process presently operates as an impermissible and undue
burden on members of the public who wish to protect their legally protected interests as part of
the environmental permitting process. The TCEQ’s use of this process to deprive Texans of
their right to challenge the commission’s permitting decisions in court is, to put it bluntly, illegal
and diminishes the integrity of the Texas agency responsible for protecting the public from
well-established dangers presented by industrial pollution.

To remedy this situation, the TCEQ must take two steps. First, it must conform its narrow
criteria for determining affected persons to the broader threshold for standing established by
Article III of the United States Constitution. Second, the TCEQ must submit its contested case
hearing rules to EPA for review and approval. Until these steps are completed, the TCEQ’s use
of the contested case hearing process to shield its permitting decisions from state court scrutiny
is an exercise of authority that the TCEQ does not actually possess. If the TCEQ is unwilling or
unable to take these steps, the agency must establish a policy—consistent with the federal laws
it implements—clarifying that members of the public who satisfy Article III standing requirements
may challenge permitting decisions in state court, even if they have not requested a contested
case hearing or their hearing request was denied by the TCEQ.

C. “No Means No” Provision for Permits with Significant Notices of Deficiency

TCEQ staff often spend significant time and resources fixing deficient permit applications.
Neither in the permit procedures and guidelines nor in statute are there specific provisions about
when a permit application that does not meet the requirements for TCEQ to be considered
administratively and technically complete for possible approval is the permit considered “dead”
or withdrawn. Indeed, often applicants continually come back to the TCEQ with changes and
proposals, leading to a constant barrage of back and forth and which is a burden both on TCEQ
staff but also on the public which is put in the position of not knowing whether a permit
application is about to be approved for public input. We believe that either through statute or



management directives, TCEQ should have a policy that applicants should only be given two
rounds of opportunities to fix deficient applications after which the application would be declared
null and void and the applicant would be required to begin the permit application process anew -
with required payment of a new application fee. This has been an issue in all program areas, but
particularly in the air program.

D. Permit applicants should be required to post permit applications online.

At the start of the COVID pandemic, TCEQ began requiring permit applicants to post permit
applications online. Previously, permit applications were only accessible in hard copy in the
regional TCEQ office, a public library, or the Central Filing Room in Austin. We recommend the
TCEQ require all permit applications to be posted online. During the 87th legislative session, in
conversation about HB 2990, representatives from TCEQ stated that the agency would be able
to post permit applications online at its own expense. Documents should be posted in
text-searchable file formats.

E. TCEQ’s surface water quality standards should be fully brought up to date.

Texas’s Surface Water Quality Standards (SWQS) have long been piecemeal of different years’
standards. During the EPA’s review of the 2018 Standards, TCEQ was still using portions of
standards from 1997, 2000, 2010, and 2014 for the Texas Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (TPDES) program. By TCEQ’s own admission on its website, TCEQ regularly fails to
implement and gain EPA approval of the most current water quality standards, resulting in a
situation where water quality standards are unpredictable and cobbled together across multiple
revision years. TCEQ is presently undergoing its 2022 revision of the SWQS, and will once
again be submitting the standards to EPA for review and approval. It’s imperative that TCEQ be
required to adopt current SWQS for both permit and standards predictability as well as potential
impacts to public health and the environment.

III. Enforcement

A. Significant changes to the TCEQ enforcement program, including raising the
maximum level of fines to $50,000 plus adjustment for inflation, or more for
violations that have led to injuries or deaths, and full recovery of the economic
benefit of non-compliance.

During the last sunset process, the Legislature expanded the levels of fines that can be
assessed by the TCEQ against violators from a maximum of $10,000 per day per violation to
$25,000 per day per violation, which was an important deterrent to violators. However, $25,000
today is worth much less in 2021 than in 2011 and federal penalties were raised in 2016 and
are more than twice what TCEQ penalties are, and are adjusted yearly by inflation.



Maximum fines should be raised to at least $50,000 per violation per day, with an annual
adjustment for inflation, and additional fines or maximums should be established for any
violations that lead to major injuries or fatalities.

In addition, currently, TCEQ does not fully require that the economic benefit of non-compliance
be captured in any total penalty assessed, but only bumps up a fine by 50% if there was more
than a certain amount of economic benefit from the entity violating the law. Instead, TCEQ
should recover the full economic benefit of non-compliance (up to the maximum penalty) where
there was an economic benefit gained by the company.

Act EPA Maximum
Daily Fine

(2016)
Clean Air Act $93,750
Clean Water Act $51,570
Federal Insecticide Fungicide and Rodenticide Act $18,750
Safe Drinking Water Act; Emergency Planning and Community
Right-to-Know Act; Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act

$53,907

B. Change the metrics for success of the Office of Compliance and Enforcement to
place more value on outcomes beyond simply closing enforcement cases.

The TCEQ likes to tout the efficiency of its environmental permitting and enforcement
processes, focusing on the number of reviews it is able to conduct and the short duration
involved in such reviews. But this kind of “efficiency” is counter-productive if it results in
outcomes the process is supposed to prevent. A process that churns out a lot of permits that
fail to require effective pollution controls and that establish unenforceable pollution control
requirements while minimizing opportunities for the public to intervene in the process to ensure
that facilities built where they live won’t explode or pollute the air and water is not actually
efficient.  It is counter-productive.

The same goes for the enforcement process. The fact that the TCEQ is able to complete an
impressive-seeming number of paper compliance reviews each year or investigate a large
number of unauthorized pollution releases is not efficient if the enforcement process doesn’t
actually prevent environmental harm or provide a meaningful incentive for industry to invest the
resources necessary to make industrial facilities safe to operate and to build and maintain
controls that actually protect public health.

And we know that the TCEQ is failing on both these fronts. This much is clear from the many
terrible industrial disasters that have occurred in recent years and the regularity of unpunished
malfunction events that result in massive quantities of pollution being released into Texas
communities. As the TCEQ’s Executive Director admitted in 2020, these are hallmarks of an



agency that has “been lagging around the idea of accountability.” This “lagging” is
unacceptable, as it results in ruined lives, needless suffering, injury, and death.

Despite acknowledging the deficiency of its process, the TCEQ has failed to take steps
necessary to fulfill its mission to protect the people of Texas. This is unacceptable. The TCEQ
must take a hard look at its priorities and recast its metrics for success in a way that emphasizes
public safety and polluter accountability over economic development and corporate profit. To
this end, the TCEQ must develop metrics for tracking the effectiveness of its enforcement
interventions in terms of the health and well-being of affected communities, in terms of process
improvements that measurably increase plant safety and reduce the risk of environmental harm.
The TCEQ must also develop enforcement criteria that more effectively prevent environmental
disasters, rather than punishing polluters with token fines after they occur.

C. End the affirmative defense for air pollution “upsets.”

Every year, according to documents the companies file with the TCEQ, facilities release millions
of pounds of pollution in violation of their permits through “upsets” or “emissions events.” These
unauthorized air pollution events emit known toxins such as butadiene, benzene, particulate
matter, and hydrogen sulfide, and they often do so in close proximity to residential
neighborhoods, schools, and other populated areas, putting Texans at risk of harmful health
impacts.

Executive Director Toby Baker admitted last year that enforcement efforts in Texas have “been
lagging.” He described the rash of high profile chemical disasters in 2019 as “incompatible with
TCEQ’s mission.”

According to the Texas Administrative Code, “Upset events that are determined not to be
excessive emissions events are subject to an affirmative defense to all claims and enforcement
actions brought for these events other than claims for administrative technical orders and
actions for injunctive relief.” According to TCEQ data, companies claimed the affirmative ?
serves as a barrier to effective oversight of polluting industries. In a memorandum, the agency
directed Texas and 35 other states to eliminate affirmative defense provisions from air quality
enforcement plans. While most states, including neighboring Louisiana, did so, the TCEQ
ignored EPA’s directive and retained the affirmative defense criteria.

This directive was overturned in 2020 by EPA, but reinstated on September 30, 2021. We
recommend that TCEQ follow EPA orders and end the use of the affirmative defense.

IV.   Equity and Sufficiency in Fee Policy

TCEQ runs a number of programs in waste, air and water, and more than 80 percent of TCEQ’s
revenues are paid for through annual program fees, application and permit fees. However,
within individual fees and programs, there are wide discrepancies on the sufficiency of fees to
support the program needs (rule development, permit writers, inspection, enforcement, etc), and



there are often equity issues where large users or polluters are paying less on a per-volume
basis than smaller entities or polluters. Some of these fee amounts are set statutorily and others
are set by TCEQ. There is a need to look broadly at TCEQ’ s annual and permit fees in all
programs and make changes to assure that revenues are sufficient and that the fees are
equitable. We would note for example that within the air program, currently major air permit fees
are capped at $75,000 and the main annual fee for major sources – based on emissions of
criteria pollutants - is capped at a maximum of 4,000 tons per pollutant, meaning large polluters
are paying significantly less in annual fees compared to small polluters. While some cap might
be reasonable, we would suggest raising the maximum permit fee and the maximum tons that
can be assessed the air emissions fee, while also looking at the levels of the annual inspection
fee.

The issue in the water program is perhaps even more egregious. While the legislature and
TCEQ have made some small steps to increase fees and revenues in the water program, given
the vast number of lakes, stream miles, coast lines, and groundwater resources of Texas,
overall water rights, wastewater discharge permit fees, and annual fees are too low to support
the need of the agency. In addition, the three main annual fees – the Public Health Service Fee,
the Consolidated Water Quality Fee and the Water Use Assessment Fee – are not equitable, as
large public utilities, water rights users and wastewater discharge permit holders pay a
proportionally low amount of total revenues. The agency should be directed to raise fees overall
by at least 100 percent and directed to arrive at a more equitable distribution of those fees
between large and small public utilities, water rights and wastewater discharge permit holders.
In addition there are large categories of water rights holders that are exempt from paying fees,
and those entities should be providing at least some revenues to help our state agency manage
water quantity and water quality.

Conclusion

Thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments on the Sunset review of the Texas
Commission on Environmental Quality. We appreciate the other opportunities for input that you
have given us. If you wish to discuss our recommendations further, please contact any of the
signers of this letter, including Adrian Shelley at ashelley@citizen.org, 512-477-1155.

Respectfully,

David Baker
Executive Director
Wimberley Valley Watershed Association

Yolanda Beo
Climate Ambassador
Coalition for Environment, Equity and Resilience

mailto:ashelley@citizen.org


Patricia Berthold
Concerned resident of Georgetown, TX

Jill Boullion
Executive Director
Bayou Land Conservancy

Camil Boyd
Climate Ambassador
Coalition for Environment, Equity and Resilience

The Honorable Lon Burnam
Tarrant Coalition for Environmental Awareness

Alvin D. Byrd
President
Prince Square Civic Association

Reverend James Caldwell
Founder/Director
Coalition of Community Organizations

Adelita G. Cantu, PhD, RN, FAAN
Associate Professor
Alliance of Nurses for Healthy Environments

Elida Castillo
Program Director
Chispa Texas

Carmen Cavezza
Climate Justice Organizer

Gabriel Clark-Leach
Senior Attorney
Environmental Integrity Project

Michelle Coleman
Self

Tricia Cortez
Executive Director
Rio Grande International Study Center



Kelley Davis
Senior Staff Attorney
Save Our Springs Alliance

Nancy Edwards
Steering Committee member
Houston Climate Movement

Sandra Edwards
President
IMPACT 5th Ward

Andy Escobar
Senior Regional Community Organizer
Coalition for Environment, Equity and Resilience

Loretta Fields
Climate Ambassador
Coalition for Environment, Equity and Resilience

David Foster
State Director
Clean Water Action

Mark J. Friesenhahn
Owner-Comal Pecan Farm; member Comal Environmental Educational Coalition
Comal Pecan Farm, CEEC

Rafael Gomez
Self

Deshara Goss
Community Initiatives Manager
Fifth Ward Community Redevelopment Corporation

Lauren Gray
Self

Milann Guckian
President
Preserve our Hill Country Environment



Kay Harold
Retired environmental professional
Coalition for Responsible Environmental Aggregate Mining (CREAM)

Erica Hubbard
Founding President
Progressive Fifth Ward Community Association

Eric Hudson-Thomas
Home owner in Fifth Ward
Progressive Fifth Ward Community Association

Trevoir Hudson-Thomas
Home owner in Fifth Ward
Progressive Fifth Ward Community Association

Laura Hunt
Director
Midlothian Breathe

Galea Johnson
Climate Ambassador
Coalition for Environment, Equity and Resilience

Reese Kreitz
Fifth Ward Concerned Resident

Lark Leazar
Chemist
Coalition for Responsible Environmental Aggregate Mining (CREAM)

Frances Lovett
Director
Kerr County Conscience

Samuel Marsh
Attorney

Jennifer McGovern
Resident
Comal Environmental Educational Coalition



Luke Metzger
Executive Director
Environment Texas

Stephany Mgbadigha
Legal and Advocacy Director
Air Alliance Houston

Bee Moorhead
Executive Director
Texas Impact

Joie Moore
Texan citizen
Protect Mineola

Bridgette L. Murray
Executive Director
Achieving Community Tasks Successfully (ACTS)

Patrick Nye
President
Ingleside on the Bay Coastal Watch Association

Annalisa Peace
Executive Director
Greater Edwards Aquifer Alliance

Cyrus Reed
Conservation Director
Sierra Club, Lone Star Chapter

Rita Robles
Coalition for Environment, Equity and Resilience

Kristen Schlemmer
Legal Director and Waterkeeper
Bayou City Waterkeeper

Robin Schneider
Executive Director
Texas Campaign for the Environment



Mary Elizabeth Schultz
Self

Adrian Shelley
Texas Office Director
Public Citizen

Michael Spano / Craig Wright
Co-Founders
Coalition for Responsible Environmental Aggregate Mining (CREAM)

Heiko Stang
Environmental Huddle leader
Indivisible TX Lege

Joanie Steinhaus
Gulf Program Director
Turtle Island Restoration Network

Steve Stelzer
Texas Resident

D. Stewart
Self

Errol Summerlin
Co-Founder
Coastal Alliance to Protect our Environment

Erandi M Trevino
Texas State Organizer
Moms Clean Air Force

Clayton Tucker
Our Revolution Central Texas

Julián Villarreal
Bexar County Green Party

Norman Whitton
Director
Sunrise Ridge Holdings Inc



Jaclyn Wolfe
Concerned Citizen
Progressive Fifth Ward Community Association

Ashton P. Woods
President
Black Lives Matter Houston
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